
Severity: High

uBreach Pro

Proactively protect clients from stolen credentials, differentiate
your service, and affirm your stance as a forward-thinking MSP. 

Enhance service value

Advanced Dark Web
Intelligence for MSPs

Win new customersElevate client security

Ensure your clients are
always one step ahead
of dark web threats.

Finally... a dark web service
that’s truly fit for MSPs
It’s no secret that many dark web monitoring services
exhibit a glaring flaw: they either fall short in
maintaining up-to-date breach coverage, struggle with
user-friendliness, or fail to genuinely cater to MSPs.

uBreach Pro is the first advanced dark web
intelligence service that is truly fit for MSPs, combining
a proactive solution for eliminating dark web threats
with usecure’s award-winning partner program.

Prospect new clients with
actionable breach reports

Run free domain scans for
prospects and demonstrate
the need for your service.

Widen your detection with
domain-level monitoring

Monitor all emails under a
given domain to assess
company-wide breaches.

Protect clients in real-time
with instant breach alerts

Detect threats as soon as
they appear and mitigate
risks before they escalate.

Monitor extensive, up-to-
date breach intelligence

Broaden your scope by
monitoring a greater number
of data breach sources.

Unlock a powerful sales
tool that helps you sell
your security services. 

Boost service value with
a unique offering that
instantly delivers value.

uBreach leads the way
in dark web monitoring 

Rated as a Leader on G2
and Channel Program.



Prevent

Keep clients one step ahead of
dark web threats with proactive
alerts and ‘resolved’ breach tags.

Configure instant breach
email alerts for admins,
clients and end-users

Gain clearer insights with
a revamped UI and data
breach summary reports

Reduce your clients’ risk
scores by marking
breaches as ‘resolved’

Severity: High

Powerful sales prospecting.
Extensive breach coverage.
Proactive client protection.

uBreach Pro | Core Features

Generate free domain scan reports in a few simple steps

Protect
Monitor a significantly
larger database of data
breach sources

View exposed data (e.g.
passwords) in securely
redacted values

Monitor all email accounts
under client domain(s)
(domain-level monitoring)

Understand the severity
of new breaches with
contextual overviews

Monitor a significantly broader
range of breach sources and
accurately pinpoint exposed data.

Prospect

Highlight the urgent need for your
service by generating free breach
scan reports for sales prospects.

Run free domain scans
for prospects in a few
quick and easy steps

Show breach data and
partial passwords for
up to 5 email addresses

Generate an easy-to-
digest breach PDF report,
branded by your MSP

Access ready-made
marketing assets to drive
client interest and leads

Create Domain Scan Report
* Domain:

mymspclient.com|

Select ‘Create Domain
Scan Report’ in uBreach.

Add the client’s company
name and domain.

Generate a branded PDF
breach report.

Create Report

Breaches Detected: 5

Prospect

Protect

Prevent



1-50 51-250 251-500 501-1000

Domain Usage Tiers

Get started with uBreach Pro
uBreach Pro | Get Started

uBreach Starter uBreach Pro

Included in your NFR license

Sales prospecting tool

Domain monitoring

Alert notifications

Advanced reporting

Extensive breach database

Set breaches as ‘resolved’

View exposed data values

Reactive monitoring
for breach remediation.

Proactive intelligence
for breach prevention.

Flexible usage that grows
with your MSP business

uBreach Pro is as an additional cost to your existing usecure
licensing, with clear pricing across four tiers. Simply choose the
tier that fits with how many domains you’ll be monitoring.

To obtain up-to-date pricing for each tier, reach out to your
Account Manager or chat with our team on our live chat.

Transparent pricing/tiers Unlimited users per domain Rolling monthly contract

Discounts for higher tiers No min. contract term Free internal use for your MSP

Upgrade to uBreach Pro today

Head over to uBreach in your usecure portal to upgrade in a few
simple steps, or, book a call with your usecure Account Manager.


